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I. Background:
At COP24, Parties requested the secretariat to organize in-session workshops on Long-term
Finance in 2019 and 2020, focusing on:

a. The effectiveness of climate finance, including the results and impacts of finance
provided and mobilized;

b. The provision of financial and technical support to developing country Parties for their
adaptation and mitigation actions, in relation to the PA temperature goal.

Part I of the in-session workshop (virtual session, held on 27 November 2020) provided an
overview of the state of mobilization and delivery of climate finance and insights and lessons
learned from the LTF period, which will be further explored in Part II (this virtual session) of the
in-session workshop.

Report on LTF In-Session Workshop-Part I

II. Agenda
Opening Remarks:
Patricia Espinosa, UNFCCC Executive Secretary
Julio Cordano, Chief Negotiator, COP 25 Presidency

▪ Part I key points:

o The needs = greater volume, balance between mitigation-adaptation, timeliness;
o Make public $$ an enabler for private $$;
o How different instruments & sources can be implemented (fair & equitable approach)

Introductory remarks & Summary of Part I by the co-facilitators:
Zaheer Fakir, South Africa, and Georg Børsting, Norway

▪ Recap of mandate and Part I, Nov 2020

▪ Breakout group discussions

1. What are important lessons that can be drawn from the provision and mobilization of climate
finance in the last 10 years?

2. How can the provision and mobilization of financial support be aligned with, and responsive to,
the needs of developing countries and what efforts are being made towards this?

3. How do we scale-up adaptation finance so as to achieve the balance between support for
adaptation and mitigation?

III. Highlights: While some of the participants grouped their interventions under the 3 questions
posed for the breakouts, most did not.
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▪ Many acknowledged that public finance has not been mobilized to the extent expected and

voiced the need to understand and address the reasons- might this be an SCF job?
Avenues to address:
o Push MDBs to be more supportive of developing countries for both mitigation &

adaptation
o Integrate climate action into developed countries’ budgeting and development

corporations
o Explore novel instruments, channeled through MDBs, including payments for services

and debt swaps

▪ The absence of a climate finance definition remains a significant issue

o In particular, developing country Parties expressed that, without it, achievement of the
$100bill goal cannot be assessed

▪ Addressing $100 bill/yr goal - Developing country Parties pushed hard for this

o Failing to achieve the goal will impact work within the Paris Agreement to enhance
ambition and take other actions required by science and societies

o Need to mandate the SCF to compile synthesis report on achieving the goal
o Need this assessment by COP26 in order to be able to set new goal by 2025

▪ LTF as a COP agenda item: AGN, LDCs, LMDCs, AILAC, BAU, … insisted this must be

continued, especially since the commitment made under this program has not been met
o If LTF is no longer on COP agenda, there will be no oversight, no climate finance

definition, no agreed assessment of $100 bill/yr (e.g., biennial submissions do not
provide clarity)

o A forum to discuss LTF provides a space for both providers and recipients to
understand the challenges, how countries are dealing with these, and where
responsibilities lie

o Pushback from developed countries: There is an operational definition of climate
finance (used in the BA); We are working in the Paris Agreement world now, and the
CMA is responsible for the LTF elements (biennial submissions synthesis, workshops,
biennial high-level ministerials)

▪ LTF as a CMA agenda item:

o Need to consider Art 2.1 c and outcomes/outputs of Art 9 together

▪ Challenges/Barriers for developing countries:

o Commitment from provider side is biggest problem
● Need scope, scale, speed of climate finance augmented thru new goals and

timely action
● Need balance between mitigation and adaptation finance; mitigation being

over-prioritized
● Need trust, ambition, predictability, transparency from developed country Parties

(reflected trough COP26 decisions)



o Insufficient capacity building to access funds (procedures, data needs) and fewer
procedural barriers, particularly for LDCs

o The increase in loans (over grants) is impacting indebtedness
● Big portion of cli fi will have to be repaid
● Exacerbated by COVID-19

o Few funds reaching local level
o Climate funds are insufficiently capitalized: LDCF, SCCF
o Finance for SIDS cannot be tracked; it is blended with others in reporting
o Financial system entirely not fit for purpose

● Lack of alignment of accounting methodology and transparency
● Inappropriateness of big models for scaling down to sub-national levels;

inappropriateness of many existing instruments
● Focus on risk (is there an enabling env?), rather than policies of devD. DevD must

examine their “enabling environment” for clifi for devG
o Support to address L&D is minimal

▪ Need greater clarity on relationship of ODA and LTF/Climate Finance

▪ Needs Determination Report expected to be valuable- provide insights into the extent and

nature of Means of Implementation (MOI) needs. However, in terms of global investment,
existing reports undeniably show these needs far exceed that being provided & invested.

▪ Developed countries looking for developing countries to have national frameworks in which

adaptation and resilience are mainstreamed into national planning, fossil fuels are not being
subsidized, and bankable projects are available
o Pushback from LDCs: We have been diligent. National resources have gone into NAPs.

NAMAs and NAPs have been completed. We have plans, strategies and policies. But,
the developed countries feel this isn’t enough. When will they be satisfied? (Echoed by
others)

▪ Are we asking the right Qs? Maybe need to change focus away from “who is at fault” and

toward the larger Qs of:
o What financial system structure is needed in this crisis and how to make that happen?
o What win-win instruments (for developing, developed and the planet) can be created

and readily employed?
o What is needed to push the move away from investment in high carbon development

project?


